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• Charities can “thrive” post-Brexit, says CFG
• Fundraising Regulator issues new guidance for private site fundraising

Government 
waives financial 
penalties for 
charities in 
“sleep-in”  
wage dispute

The Government has said 
it will waive the financial 
penalties faced by disability 
organisations found to have 
underpaid their workers for 
“sleep-in” shifts. 



Welcome
Welcome to RDP Newmans’ Focus On Charities, the publication which brings you the latest 
news, developments, and financial issues facing your sector.

This Focus on bulletin looks at Brexit and 
its potentially positive impact on charities; 
the National Minimum Wage dispute  
for sleep-in workers; and finally, new 

fundraising rules issued by the regulator. 

We hope you enjoy reading our bulletin and 
that you find it useful. We would welcome 

your ideas for topics that you would like to 
see featured in future issues, so if you would 
like to comment, please call 020 8357 2727 
or email enquiries@rdpnewmans.com.

Charities can “thrive”  
post-Brexit, says CFG
Leaving the EU could “unlock financial resources and cut red tape”, the Charity Finance 
Group (CFG) has claimed.

In a statement dated 28 July, the 
independent charity body said a “clean 
Brexit” could boost Britain’s charities by 
removing the regulation which holds the 
sector back from doing more for good causes 
and delivering public benefit.

It said any options other than a “clean” 
Brexit – which includes leaving the single 
market and scrapping EU legislation – 
could undermine the operations of the 
charitable sector.

Harmonising tax policy, state aid and 
procurement policy with the EU “creates the 
risk that the UK charity sector could be left in 
the worst of both worlds” and one that the 
Government “should avoid”, the CFG said.

Its new report, A Brexit that 
works for everyone, details 
how leaving the EU gives the 
UK the opportunity to reform 
the rules and have the high 
level of flexibility to enable 
them to be based on social 
and economic needs.

Likewise, allowing the Government freedom 
to set tax rates could be “transformational to 
the UK charity sector, not only reducing the 
amount of time spent focused on structuring 
activities in such a way to avoid large VAT 
bills and paying for advice, but also in freeing 
up hundreds of millions of pounds to be 

spent on helping advance good causes”. 

The CFG said this move could help create 
50,000 extra full-time jobs.

Caron Bradshaw, Chief Executive, CFG said: 
“It is no secret that most charities wanted the 
UK to remain in the EU, but the debate has 
moved on and charities are beginning to 
think about the benefits of Brexit. If the 
government makes the right decisions, Brexit 
could provide a huge opportunity for the 
charitable sector to flourish. Sadly, according 

to our research with the public, only two per cent 
believe that disadvantaged people and 
communities are a top priority in Brexit for 
the government.

“The voluntary sector has been hindered in 
the past by VAT rules and state aid and now 
is the chance to overcome this and change 
the regulatory environment in which it works.

“Charities can thrive post-Brexit but it is 
down to the Government working with 
charities to deliver this.”



Government waives financial 
penalties for charities in 
“sleep-in” wage dispute
The Government has said it will waive the financial penalties faced by disability organisations 
found to have underpaid their workers for “sleep-in” shifts. 

It said this will not affect the arrears of wages 
to be received by workers in cases of 
underpayment of the National Minimum Wage.

Under current laws, employers found not to 
have paid the National Minimum Wage face 
penalties of 200 per cent of arrears found.

The measures form part  
of its pledge to “minimise”  
the impact of an estimated  
£400 million back-pay bill,  
as it moves to strengthen the 
social care sector, not weaken it.

“The Government recognises that the 
cumulative financial liability of penalties  
and arrears of wages could pose significant 
challenges to the social care sector. In 
extreme circumstances, providers may be 
unable to meet their obligations to repay their 
workers,” said HM Revenue & Customs 
(HMRC) in a statement.

Prior to the announcement, learning disability 
charity Mencap warned that the sector is “on 
the brink of collapse”, with many charities 
facing insolvency if the penalties stood.

Derek Lewis, chair of Mencap, said: “When 
the NMW was introduced in 1999, BIS 
advised that time spent asleep by care staff 

in residential homes and supported living 
residences didn’t count as work time for 
the purposes of the NMW. So the payment 
of a flat rate “on call” allowance has been 
the norm across the sector ever since.

“Following two employment tribunal 
decisions BEIS published definitive new 
guidance in October 2016 recognising 
that the previous guidance was wrong 
and the NMW should be paid for 
sleep-time instead.

“The unintended consequences have  
been disastrous as HMRC have begun 
enforcement action demanding six years 
back pay.”
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Fundraising Regulator issues 
new guidance for private site 
fundraising
The Fundraising Regulator has introduced new guidance for private site fundraising in a bid 
to improve standards for face to face fundraisers.

The Regulator said there is a need for a 
rulebook that covers premises such as 
shopping centres, supermarkets, and  
shop porches.

The new rulebook will follow similar protocol 
of that included in existing guidance for high 
street fundraising. 

This includes avoiding behaviours that could 
cause members of the public to become 
startled or anxious, or bring the represented 
charity into disrepute. This includes 
positioning fundraising teams to avoid 
obstructing pedestrians or disrupting 
businesses.

Likewise, fundraisers should ensure that 
potential donors are able to make a fully 
informed decision to donate and that all 
information provided is clear and accurate. 

Fundraisers should also ensure they are 

clearly identifiable. This can be achieved 
through branded clothing or badges. 

Suzanne McCarthy, Chair Standards 
Committee, Fundraising Regulator, said: 
“The new private site rulebook, developed 
in consultation with fundraisers, is 
designed to ensure that there is a clear  
and consistent set of standards across  
all face-to face-fundraising, regardless  
of whether it takes place in public or in 
privately owned spaces. We look forward  
to continuing our work with fundraisers  
and thank them for their support.”

Stephen Service, Policy Manager, 
Fundraising Regulator, added: “The 
Fundraising Regulator is responsible for 
overseeing the public facing aspects of the 
rulebooks. Our latest revisions to the street 
and door-to-door rulebooks reflect this role 
more clearly by ensuring that all rules 
included are relevant to the public.”


